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A 2D-vision system is integrated into a drink-serving robotic cell, to enhance its flexibility. Two

videocameras are used in a hybrid configuration scheme. The former is rigidly mounted on the robot

end effector, the latter is fixed to the workplace. The robot cell is based on two Denso robots that

interoperate to simulate real human tasks. Blob analysis, template matching and edge detection

algorithms cooperate with motion procedures for fast object recognition and flexible adaptation to the

environment. The paper details the system workflow, with particular emphasis to the vision

procedures. The experimental results show their performance in terms of flexibility and robustness

against defocusing, lighting conditions and noise.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Flexibility plays a key role in robot-based applications, where
the ability to perform complex tasks in semi-structured or even
unstructured environments is strategic. In production line auto-
mation, a very important topic is the design of robotic systems
that efficiently recognize and manipulate unorganized objects
with little knowledge of the geometry and the pose of the parts
[1,2]. The aim is to increase process efficiency and accuracy, and
to reduce the time and the cost required to adapt the line to the
production of new series. In service and humanoid robot applica-
tions, the final goal is to develop techniques for implementing
adaptive interaction between the robot, the environment and/or
humans. Surgery, nursing, serving disabled people, performing
dangerous or remote tasks in place of humans are examples of
very demanding applications belonging to this category [3,4].

A robot arm is blind and senseless in nature, and inherently
unable to adapt to varying scenarios. It has long been recognized
that sensor fusion is fundamental to increase the versatility of
robots. Especially in the last decade, vision sensors have become
of outmost importance both in research laboratories and in
production companies: their integration with the robot cell
makes the robot ‘see’ the environment and adapt its workflow
to varying conditions [5].
ll rights reserved.
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Vision sensors and image processing techniques have been
strongly developed in recent years, for visual inspection and
measurement applications. Typical fields are automatic manufac-
turing, product inspection [6–8], non-destructive testing [9] and
welding applications [10]. Their use in combination with robotic
cells has been studied since middle eighties by the vision-robotic
community. Visual servoing techniques using either 2D and 3D
vision sensors, and suitable combinations of them, are widely
studied for bin-picking applications and autonomous robotic
servicing [11–13].

This paper describes a machine vision system developed to
increase the flexibility of a DENSO robot cell for drink serving
operations. The cell is called ‘Barman’. In its original configura-
tion, two anthropomorphic robots were used to pick-up beer
bottles from a conveyor, uncork them and place them on a
rotating table. The robots were programmed to perform a very
limited set of actions, in a static, highly controlled environment:
the bottle shape was predefined, bottles on the conveyor had to
be positioned at regular distances one from the other, and the
position on the table of each bottle should correspond with the
position of suitable bottle racks, rigidly embedded at the border of
the table. Due to robots inaccuracies, it could happen that the
final position of a bottle did not perfectly match with the position
of the corresponding bottle rack, yielding to liquid dispersion.

The DENSO technical staff requested us to upgrade the system
toward a ‘Smart Barman’ version, characterized by improved
flexibility with respect to the original system. In particular, the
system should be able to (i) serve beer of multiple brands, (ii) serve
acterization of a multi-camera 2D-vision system for enhanced
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beer in glasses, (iii) detect the presence of bottles (or even
non-bottle objects) different from those of allowed brands and
(iv) detect mispositioned glasses. The underlying idea was to show
the Barman functionalities at exhibitions, to demonstrate to poten-
tial costumers the advantages of using vision in combination with
robots, especially in terms of flexibility and robustness.

We were requested to develop the vision procedures using the
Halcon suite of programs (MVtec GmbH, Germany) [14]. In
addition, in order to let DENSO operators to ‘tailor’ the Barman
functionalities, we were requested to implement them on a very
flexible, modular software platform, where each single vision
function could either be added, removed or modified in its
parameters depending on the environment characteristics, such
as, for example, lighting conditions and camera typology.

In this paper the vision procedures developed to enhance the
barman flexibility are detailed. Their combination to suitable
motion procedures within the whole barman workflow is pre-
sented. The vision procedures have been validated in terms of
their flexibility in the presence of ‘costumer-induced’ variations of
either shape, typology and pose of bottles and of glasses. Parti-
cular care has been devoted to characterize their robustness
against variations of lighting conditions, image defocusing
and noise.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the Barman
robot workcell is described. Section 3 is dedicated to the descrip-
tion of the workflow. Section 4 presents the vision procedures and
the motion procedures. Section 5 shows the experimental results.
2. Description of the system

The Barman is composed of three subsystems: the Robot
Subsystem (RS), the Vision Subsystem (VS) and the Auxiliary
Subsystem (AS). A supervisor PC (SPC) controls them by means of
specifically designed software.
2.1. The Robot Subsystem

The Robot Subsystem is shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of
2 anthropomorphic 6 DOF robots (DENSO VP-6242G), named
Robot_1 and Robot_2. They represent the left and the right arms
of the Barman, respectively. The end-effector of Robot_1 is a
pneumatic gripper, for bottle picking and glass filling; the end-
effector of Robot_2 is a plastic hand equipped with a bottle-
opener. The robots are partially embedded into a ‘thorax-shaped’
case, on which the SPC monitor is placed.
Rotating Table 

ConveyorSafety
Barrier

M_CAM

Robot_2
Robot_1

S_CAM

Tray

Fig. 1. The Barman system.
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Each robot is cabled to its own controller (model RC7M). The
supervisor PC controls both robots through TCP/IP ports. The
communication between SPC and robot controllers is implemen-
ted in the Orin2 platform [15]. The procedures developed to
control the whole system are integrated into the VB.NET
environment.

2.2. The Vision Subsystem

The Vision Subsystem is composed of 2 CMOS digital USB
2.0 cameras (mEye 1540-M 1280�1024 pixel), both equipped
with a 12 mm focal length objective. They are called S_CAM and
M_CAM, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, the former is mounted
on the section above the SPC monitor, at about 870 mm from the
table. The latter is rigidly mounted at the end-effector of Robot_2.
The communication among SPC, S_CAM and M_CAM as well all
the vision procedures has been implemented using the Halcon
9.1 vision libraries. The Halcon 9.1 development system is
HDevelop, a tool box for building vision applications. It facilitates
rapid prototyping of machine vision applications, offering an
interactive programming environment, where the Halcon Opera-

tors are combined to form a procedure. Its ‘engine’, called
HDevEngine, allowed us to directly execute HDevelop procedures
by instantiating them within the VB.NET environment. In our
work, each vision procedure was developed and tested into the
HDevelop environment before integrating it into the whole
VB.NET software. This approach allowed us to implement the
whole system operations in a modular, reliable application.

2.3. The Auxiliary Subsystem

The Auxiliary Subsystem includes the conveyor and the round
table shown in Fig. 1, as well as suitable control and safety
sensors. These devices are cabled to the RC7M controllers by
means of their I/O communication protocol.

The conveyor delivers bottles to the Barman. A proximity
sensor at the end of the conveyor detects the bottle presence.
The round table has a diameter of 1m, and can rotate around its
center. In Fig. 1, a tray of dimension 220 mm by 180 mm is
shown; four glasses are positioned on it. The surface of the tray is
black, and the inner surface of the glasses is white, to have high
contrast with respect to the tray. Two table positions are allowed.
The former, shown in Fig. 1, is the so called Front position; the
latter is 1801 rotated (Back position). When the table is in Front
position, customers are expected to place glasses on the tray.
When the table is in Back position, the Barman is expected to fill
the glasses. Robot_2 rotates the table. A proximity sensor senses
the table position and controls a pneumatic system that locks it.

In Fig. 1, the SICK barriers used to ensure safety are shown. In
addition, a SICK laser scanner is mounted beneath the table.
Whenever an object is detected inside the safety area of one of
these devices, the system stops. Finally, a pressure sensor is used
to ensure proper air levels during operation.
3. Description of the workflow

Fig. 2 shows the system workflow. It is based on six tasks,
which are implemented by means of a suitable combination of
vision and of motion procedures. Vision procedures perform
image acquisition and elaboration and give information to the
robots about the unknown scene. Motion procedures monitor I/O
variables, read data from the sensors and carry out the robot
move commands. Vision and motion procedures must share a
global reference system (GRS): this is defined using a suitably
developed calibration procedure. The tasks are as follows:
acterization of a multi-camera 2D-vision system for enhanced
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Fig. 2. System flowchart.
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Task 1: This task is based on two steps. In the first step, all
system variables are initialized, and the Barman is powered-on.
It is at rest, in its work area, and the tray is empty, in the Front
position. In the second step, calibration is performed. The aim is
to define a system (GRS) common to both S_CAM and Robot_1
and to allow Robot_1 to correctly fill empty glasses viewed by
S_CAM. Calibration outputs specific data that are saved and
reloaded at each power-on.

Task 2: This task is based on three steps. In the first step, the
‘Tray_Monitor’ procedure monitors the tray when the table is in
the Front position, to detect if glasses have been put on it by
customers. Empty glasses must be used. Customers can place and
remove them from the tray. They can even orient them in
incorrect positions (for example, glasses very close to each other,
or glasses turned upside down). The system is able to detect all
these situations, and to discriminate among glasses, which can be
filled, and glasses, which must not be considered for subsequent
operations. When a predefined number K of glasses is detected,
the elaboration goes to the second step. Here, the ‘Table_Rotation’
motion procedure is activated: Robot_2 rotates the table by 1801,
and moves the tray to the Back position. In the third step, the
‘Locate_Glasses’ vision procedure estimates the coordinates of the
centers of each glass and maps them into GRS coordinates.

Task 3: This task is based on two steps. In the former, the
system waits for beer bottles on the conveyor (Object_Monitor).
Robot_2 is oriented to let M_CAM properly acquire them. In the
latter, the ‘Object_Detection’ vision procedure is activated. Either
different beer brands, or bottles with other drinks, or unknown
objects (i.e., objects that are not bottles) can be placed on the
conveyor. Customers can position a single object, or arrange a row
of objects. The procedure classifies the object on the conveyor. If a
beer bottle is detected, it computes its coordinates and outputs
them to the ‘Bottle_Picking’ motion procedure, otherwise the
procedure determines if Robot_1 can pick up the object (auto-
matic dispose). In the positive case, the ‘Object_Picking’ motion
procedure removes the object, and the control goes to TASK 5. In
the negative case, the object is left on the conveyor, an alarm
message is sent to the SPC monitor, and control goes to Task 6
(manual dispose).

Task 4: The aim of this task is to uncork the bottle and to fill
the beer into the glasses. To better understand how it works, the
following must be noted:
1.
P
p

The system can manage different beer bottles; each bottle type
is identified using a specific value of a variable, Bmax, which
Fig. 3. The main interface of th
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expresses the maximum number of glasses, which can be filled
by that bottle.
2.
 Two control variables are required. The former, denoted by N,
is the number of empty glasses on the tray. The latter, denoted
by B, represents the state of the current bottle. B¼0 means a
bottle that must be uncorked; 0oBoBmax means a bottle
partially used. B¼Bmax means an empty bottle.

The first step in Task 4 is to check if the bottle has to be
uncorked. In this case, the ‘Bottle_Uncorking’ motion procedure is
activated. In the second step, the ‘Glass_Filling’ motion procedure
iteratively fills a glass. At each iteration, it decrements N and
increments B. The loop has two exit conditions. The former occurs
when B¼Bmax, which means that the bottle is empty. In this case,
the system exits Task 4 and goes to Task 5. The latter occurs for
N¼0, which means that all the glasses have been filled. In this
case, the ‘Bottle_On_Conveyor’ motion procedure moves the
bottle back on the conveyor, and Task 6 is executed.

Task 5: This task is executed in two situations. In the former, the
bottle is empty, and must be removed (input from Task 4). In the
latter, an unknown object has been detected (Task 3). In both cases,
Robot_1 picks the bottle/object and places it on the table, near the
tray. The ‘Automatic_Dispose’ motion procedure performs this opera-
tion. Two exit paths are provided, depending on the fact that empty
glasses are still on the tray. If this is the case (NZ1), the elaboration
goes back to Task 3, otherwise it goes to Task 6.

Task 6: In this task, the table is rotated by means of the ‘Table_-
Rotation’ motion procedure. There are three different possible paths
leading to Task 6. The first is from Task 5, and corresponds to the case
where an empty bottle is on the table, and all the glasses in the tray
have been filled. The second is from Task 4, and corresponds to the
case where the bottle is on the conveyor, since it is not empty, and all
the glasses in the tray have been filled. The third path is from Task 3:
in this case, an unknown object that cannot be grasped by Robot_1 is
still on the conveyor, and there is the possibility that one or more
glasses on the tray are still empty. Since customers are expected to
pick non-empty glasses up, to dispose of glasses after drinking, and to
place new, empty glasses on the tray, all these situations can be
managed by going back to Task 2. The last possibility is that the
unknown object is not removed by the operator. This situation is
detected in Task 3. The workflow stops by means of the operator
explicit command.

Fig. 3 shows the front panel of the Barman control software.
The top left area within frame 1 performs system initialization.
A number of status variables are provided (frame 2), to allow the
e Barman software.
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Fig. 4. The system setting panel.

Fig. 5. Calibration plate, contact tool and GRS orientation.
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operator to monitor both RS and AS hardware. By clicking on the
‘serving’ button, the system enters in Task 2, and automatically
executes the flow in Fig. 2; the ‘exit’ button stops the elaboration.
The image window on the right visualizes the current FOV. In this
example, the one acquired by M_CAM during Task 2 is shown.

By clicking the ‘HardWare SetUp’ button at top left of the
panel, the operator can access the so called ‘System Settings’
software, shown in Fig. 4. The panel is composed of three sub-
areas. The first one (frame 1) carries out both hardware and
software connections among RS, AS and SPC. The second and the
third ones (frame 2 and frame 3, respectively) allow the operator
to set the parameters of the vision and motion procedures, and to
check their performance before starting the whole workflow.
Frame 4 corresponds to the FOV being acquired, In this figure,
the image acquired by S_CAM during the Locate_Glasses proce-
dure is shown. Two further buttons, denoted by ‘2D-Calibration’
and ‘Add/Remove Bottle’, respectively, are visible in Fig. 4. The
former implements the initial system calibration (Task 1); the
latter activates the Object_Detection procedure in Task 3.

The ‘System Settings’ panel is the heart of the Barman soft-
ware: it allows the operator to access all the procedures, to adjust
their parameters in view of optimizing the performance of object
detection and robot motion, and to modify the set of known and
unknown bottles/objects.
4. System procedures

As mentioned in the previous section, we have developed
calibration, vision and motion procedures to implement the
workflow tasks. These procedures are detailed in the following
sub-sections.

4.1. Calibration procedure

Calibration is based on two steps. The former is the calibration
of Robot_1, the latter is the calibration of S_CAM.

4.1.1. Robot_1 calibration

Calibration of Robot_1 is aimed at identifying the origin and
the direction of axes X, Y, Z of the reference system GRS. It is
Please cite this article as: Bellandi P, et al. Development and char
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carried out using the calibration plate and the contact tool shown
in Fig. 5. The plate is the Halcon calibration master. It is a 100 mm
by 100 mm square plate, with 49 circular markers, having
diameter 6.25 mm, with a distance between two adjacent mar-
kers of 12.5 mm. It is positioned in correspondence with the
central area of the FOV of S_CAM, and is laid on the top of the
glasses. The contact tool is mounted on the end-effector of
Robot_1. Using the teach pendant, it is moved to the center of
marker O, which is the central marker of the plate. This position
defines the origin of the X, Y, Z reference system. Then it is moved
to the center of one marker along the row and one marker along
the column that intersect into marker O. The corresponding
positions are learned, and define, in combination with the
coordinates of marker O, X and Y axes, respectively. Z is defined
perpendicularly to X and Y, and oriented as shown in Fig. 5.
acterization of a multi-camera 2D-vision system for enhanced
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This procedure is simple and very fast; the positioning preci-
sion of the contact tool is not critical.

4.1.2. S_CAM calibration

The calibration of S_CAM is aimed at estimating the extrinsic
parameters (pose and orientation of the camera with respect to
GRS) as well as the intrinsic parameters (focal length and lens
distortion) [16,17]. Calibration of S_CAM is accomplished by
acquiring the Halcon calibration plate at five different positions
in the FOV. The markers are segmented with respect to the
background, and the coordinates of the center of each marker
are detected (marker centroids). Suitable estimation algorithms
calculate both the extrinsic and the intrinsic parameters of the
camera, using a-priori knowledge of the geometry of the calibra-
tion plate and the measured values of the coordinates of the
centroids [23–25].

Fig. 6 shows the calibration file where the parameters are
saved. The intrinsic camera parameters are the lens focal length
(Focus), the radial distortion coefficient (Kappa), the pixel size (Sx

by Sy), the image center coordinate (Cx, Cy) and the image size
(Imagewidth by Imageheight). The extrinsic parameters are the
rotation angles of the Rodriguez vector, and the translation
vector. They define the roto-traslation between the camera
system and GRS [14].

This process is very simple and fast: only five images are
required, each one taken in correspondence with a different
Fig. 6. Calibration file layout.
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position of the master in the GRS reference system. The master
can be manually oriented in space, the only constraint being that
at least one image is grabbed with the plate in the position used
during Robot_1 calibration. This is achieved by taking the first
image in the position it has in Fig. 5.

4.2. Vision procedures

Three vision procedures have been developed. These are called
Tray_Monitor, Locate_Glasses and Object_Detection.
4.2.1. Tray_monitor procedure

The aim of this procedure is to count the number of empty glasses
that are placed by customers on the tray. M_CAM is used to frame the
tray. Since the camera is oriented as shown in Fig. 1, at 720 mm from
the tray, the corresponding FOV is about 430 mm by 550 mm, and
contains many unnecessary background details (see the example in
Fig. 3). To save time and to simplify the subsequent elaboration, a
Region of Interest (ROI) is overlapped to the image. The image in
Fig. 3 highlights two further aspects. The former is the high contrast
of the inner surface of the glasses with respect to their outer surface
and to the tray; the latter is the perspective distortion induced by the
camera orientation, which yields to the deformation of the glasses
contours into ellipses. These features have been of great help to
design the image processing procedure.

We have selected blob analysis as the most appropriate
approach to recognize the number of glasses on the tray.
The idea is (i) to perform image thresholding to assign the inner
part of each glass to the image foreground, and (ii) to detect a
blob in correspondence with each pixel group in the image
foreground. Image thresholding is robust, due to the high contrast
between the inner glass surface and the neighborhood; correct-
ness of blob definition is not prevented by the perspective
deformation in the image, since no particular shape constraint
is imposed to the blobs, apart from being closed regions in the
image. Moreover, we have added two further steps, denoted by
image erosion and area filtering, to increase the process flexibility.
The aim was to comply with (i) the presence of adjacent glasses
(i.e., glasses very close one to each other or even partially over-
lapping), and (ii) the erroneous positioning of the glasses (i.e.,
glasses turned upside down or with their lateral surface in contact
with the tray).

Image erosion is very useful to detect glasses when they are
very close to each other. It is applied to the thresholded image. It
erodes the input image foreground using a structuring element in
a way that its boundary gets smoothed. In the process, the area of
the region is reduced. Furthermore, connected regions may be
split [18,19]. In our algorithm, three erosion structuring elements
are applied in sequence: a circle, a rectangle and an ellipse. As a
result, a surprising variety of mismatched positions is detected.

Area filtering works very efficiently to detect incorrect poses of
the glasses. It calculates the area of each blob and thresholds it.
Two thresholds are used to define the range of admissible area
values. The blobs with an area outside the admitted range are
considered ‘invalid’.

The procedure stops when the total number N of blobs is equal
to or greater than K.

Fig. 7 shows an example of how the Tray_Monitor front panel
looks like when the procedure is activated. The operator can
(i) adjust the Camera Gain, to optimize image contrast, (ii) set the
value of the binarization Threshold, (iii) set the values of para-
meters ‘Blob min area’ and ‘Blob max area’ used by area filtering
and (iv) define the ROI on the image. The image window shows
the result of the elaboration when all the parameters have been
properly adjusted. The ROI is overlayed (yellow contour). The blue
acterization of a multi-camera 2D-vision system for enhanced
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Fig. 7. Front panel of the Tray_Monitor procedure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this

article.)

Fig. 8. Front panel of the Locate_Glasses procedure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this

article.)
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areas in the image correspond to the detected blobs; their number
initializes variable N. Since parameter K is set to 2, the system is
ready to exit from Task 2.
4.2.2. Locate_Glasses procedure

The aim of this procedure is to estimate the coordinates of the
center of each glass and to map them into GRS. Camera S_CAM is
used to frame the glasses. The image shown in Fig. 4 is an
example of the scene acquired by S_CAM. It looks like very similar
to the one in Fig. 3, apart from the reduced effect of perspective
distortion, and to lower brightness levels, due to environmental
illumination. The corresponding FOV, that is 450 mm in length
and 340 mm in height, is reduced by defining a suitable ROI. Then
blob analysis is applied. In this case, besides the value of the area
corresponding to each glass, the procedure calculates also the
Please cite this article as: Bellandi P, et al. Development and char
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pixel coordinates of the center of each blob. A suitable Halcon
operator performs this task; in fact it calculates both the areas
and the centers of the input blobs. The area is defined as the
number of pixels of the blob. The coordinates of the center are
calculated by averaging row and column pixel coordinates [14].

Finally, pixel coordinates are mapped into their values in
millimeters, by applying the calibration parameters. Fig. 8 shows
an example of how the Locate_Glasses front panel looks like when
the procedure is activated. The operator must click on the Load
Calibration button before acquiring the image or before setting
the blob analysis parameters. The image window shows the result
of the elaboration when all the parameters have been properly
adjusted. The ROI is shown (green contour). For each glass, the
corresponding blob is detected, numbered and graphically shown
by means of a yellow circle. The coordinates of the center of each
blob within GRS are denoted by XC and YC.
acterization of a multi-camera 2D-vision system for enhanced
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4.2.3. Object_Detection procedure

The aim of this procedure is to recognize and to classify objects
on the conveyor. The following cases have been considered:
�

P
p

a bottle is on the conveyor AND it is known.

�

Fig. 10. Detection of an unknown object.
an object (that can be a bottle) is on the conveyor AND it is
unknown.

Known bottles are defined by means of suitable templates. For
this operation, the Halcon ‘‘Matching Assistant’’ tool is used [20];
it allows us to build up a data base of template models starting
from the image of the bottles. The process is extremely flexible,
since the data base can be modified by removing and/or adding
templates. Hence, unknown objects do not have a corresponding
template in the data base.

The first step of this procedure is to load the bottle templates
previously defined. Then M_CAM is initialized, the scene is
acquired and visualized. Since it is possible that customers put
two or more objects on the conveyor, a ROI is defined to
guarantee that only the first object in the queue (i.e., the one
sensed by the proximity sensor) is elaborated. The classification of
the object is performed using template matching. The technique
is well known; it is based on a shape matching between a
template and the image. Whenever the template is found, a high
score value is output, and the template is detected in the image
[21]. In our system, we used the Halcon template matching
operator [22]. Our procedure iteratively performs the research
of similarities among each template and the image. When the
calculated score is greater than a predefined value (Score Thresh-
old), a positive matching is detected, and the matching loop stops.
The corresponding template is used to classify the object. The
result is displayed, and the procedure exits.

Fig. 9 shows the Object_Detection front panel when a template
is found. Parameter ‘Score Threshold’ must be finely adjusted to
correctly assign templates to bottles. In fact, high values of the
score should prevent from any classification of the bottle, whilst
low values should result into non-univocal classification of the
bottle. In the example shown in Fig. 9, the score is set to 60%: this
is the degree of similarity required to detect the ‘Heineken’
template in the image. In the display window of the panel, the
lease cite this article as: Bellandi P, et al. Development and char
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ROI is overlayed (green contour). The white panel in the back-
ground is used to improve image contrast.

The value of the Score Threshold must be set for each
template; in this way, if the matching loop exits without positive
matches, it means that the imaged object is unknown. In this case,
a purposely designed procedure, denoted by ‘1D measurement’ is
activated. The aim is to detect if the unknown object should be
removed automatically (i.e., by Robot_1) or manually (i.e., by the
operator). This condition depends on the dimension of the object
with respect to the robot end-effector. The following steps are
provided:
1.
act
anu
A new ROI is defined in the FOV, to set the measurement
region.
2.
 Edge detection is accomplished to measure the object dimen-
sion along a predefined line profile (horizontally oriented in
erization of a multi-camera 2D-vision system for enhanced
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Fig. 11. (a–f) Performance of the blob analysis algorithm.

Fig. 12. Example of the flexibility of in the presence of mispositioned glasses. Fig. 13. Example of the flexibility of the Locate_Glasses procedure in the presence

of mispositioned glasses.
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the image). The position of the line is determined by the ROI.
An example of the elaboration is shown in Fig. 10.

The distance in pixel between the detected edges is measured,
mapped into real coordinates, and compared to the maximum
aperture (M_A) of the end_effector of Robot_1. If the object dimension
is lower than parameter M_A, the object can be removed by Robot_1,
otherwise it must be removed by the operator. In the former case, the
message ‘Removable Object’ is displayed. In the latter case, the
message ‘Unremovable Object’ is visualized.
4.3. Motion procedures

Motion procedures are shown in Fig. 2 (dotted blocks). All the
procedures have been developed in VB.NET, using the Orin2
interface. In the following, they are briefly described.
Please cite this article as: Bellandi P, et al. Development and char
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Table_Rotation: This procedure rotates the table. The rotation
is required in two different cases. The former is when the table
rotates from Front position to Back position (Task 2); this rotation
is performed counterclockwise. The latter is when the table
rotates from Back position to Front position (Task 6); this rotation
is performed clockwise. Robot_2 is moved in correspondence with
one of the cylindrical handles mounted on the table. Then the
robot speed is reduced to 20%, independently of the value set
during system setup. The robot end effector is finely positioned in
correspondence with the handle, and clenches it. The table is
rotated by 901. Robot_2 is then moved back toward the subse-
quent handle, and the operation is performed again. The whole
rotation is by 1801. The robot speed is then reset to the
initial value.

Object_Monitor: The aim of this procedure is to monitor the
proximity sensor I/O line. If this is active, it means that something
is arrived at the end of the conveyor.
acterization of a multi-camera 2D-vision system for enhanced
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Table 1
Parameters used to prepare the images sets. I: image index; kernel size: dimension

of the kernel of the smoothing filter; Contrast %: percentage of contrast variation;

sn: standard deviation of the Gaussian noise.

Image index I Set_1 Set_2 Set_3
Kernel size (pixel) Contrast (%) rn (gray levels)

1 25 �80 5

2 37 �60 10

3 49 �40 15

4 61 �20 20

5 73 0 25

6 85 20 30

7 97 40 35

8 109 60 40

9 121 80 45
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Object_Picking: This procedure moves Robot_1 towards the
bottle (object) that is located at the end of the conveyor; at this
point the robot speed is reduced at 35%, independently of the value
set during the system setup. If the object is a known bottle, then
Robot_1 grasps it and moves towards the position useful to uncork
the bottle (Task 4). In case the object is unknown (but it can be
picked-up by the end-effector), Robot_1 grasps and places it on the
table (Task 5). The robot speed is then reset to the initial value.

Bottle_Uncorking: This procedure implements the sequence
of commands, which move each robot with respect to the other in
such a way that the cork is removed. The trajectories are different,
depending on the bottle type. Even in this procedure, the robot
speed is set to 20% of its maximum value.

Glass_Filling: This procedure is dedicated to pouring the beer
into each glass. Robot_1 is moved within GRS in correspondence
with coordinates (XC, YC) calculated for each glass by the
Locate_Glasses procedure. Special care has been dedicated to
avoid collisions between the bottle and the glasses during the
operation. In addition, the trajectories vary depending on the
bottle type, and on the quantity of liquid in the bottle.

Bottle_On_Conveyor: The aim of this procedure is to position
the bottle back on the conveyor. This situation happens when no
more empty glasses are on the tray, and the bottle is not empty.
The trajectory of Robot_1 during this phase is the same as the one
presented for the Object_Picking procedure; in this case the order
of the move commands is reversed.

Automatic_Dispose: The aim of this procedure is to position
the bottle/object on the table, near the tray. Robot_1 performs
this operation either when a beer bottle is empty or when an
unknown object is detected. The operator dispose of them when
the tray is in the Front position.

The best way to show the performance of motion procedures is
to appreciate their work in combination with vision procedures.
To this aim, a video has been prepared. It can be downloaded at
the website of our laboratory [26].
Fig. 15. Robustness against blurring, contrast and noise of the Tray_Monitor

procedure.
5. Experimental results

The Barman system described here has been extensively
characterized to assess its performance. The characterization
Fig. 14. (a–b) Example of the flexibility

Please cite this article as: Bellandi P, et al. Development and char
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has been made in relation to the vision procedures, in order to
quantify both their flexibility to adapt to different scenarios and
their robustness against variations of environmental conditions.
Among these, we studied the effect of defocusing, and of
of the Object_Detection procedure.
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variations in the image contrast and noise. This set of experiments
has been thought of particular importance in view of the utiliza-
tion of the Barman in harsh conditions.

In addition, the performance of the Locate_Glasses procedure
in relation to the measurement quality of coordinates XC, YC was
studied.
Fig. 16. Example of blob detection in the presence of blurring, contrast and noise.

(a) Image blurred with a 121 pixel kernel size; (b) image with a contrast reduced

by 80% with respect to the original; (c) image with a contrast increased by 80%

with respect to the original one; (d) image with noise. Standard deviation sn is

equal to 40.
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5.1. Flexibility tests

5.1.1. Performance of the Tray_Monitor procedure

The first example shows the performance of the image erosion
in the blob analysis algorithm. It concerns with the situation
presented in Fig. 11, where the glasses imaged by M_CAM are
very close to each other. Following the process described in
Section 4.2.1, the ROI has been defined on the image (Fig. 11a).
Parameters ‘Threshold’, ‘Blob min. area’ and ‘Blob max. area’ have
been set equal to 165 (gray values), 720 (pixel) and 20.000 (pixel),
respectively. In the binarized image, shown in Fig. 11b, all the
regions belonging to the glasses are connected one to the other.
The effect of erosion is clearly visible from Fig. 11c to e, which
present the image obtained after erosion with a circle, a rectangle
and an ellipse. The final result is shown in Fig. 11f, where all the
six blobs are detected.

The second example deals with the performance of the procedure
in the presence of (i) glasses positioned outside the tray, and
(ii) glasses turned upside down. These situations are presented in
Fig. 12: mispositioned glasses are correctly detected and are not
accounted for. It is worth noting that the blob analysis parameters
have not been varied with respect to the previous test.

5.1.2. Performance of the Locate_Glasses procedure

To test the flexibility of this procedure we prepared a suitable
number of cases reproducing the most significant situations that
can occur during normal system activity. An example is shown in
Fig. 13, where the glasses viewed by S_CAM are either outside the
tray, and turned upside down, and very close one to the other, and
tilted. In all these tests, parameters ‘Threshold’, ‘Blob min. area’
and ‘Blob max. area’ have been set equal to 50 (gray levels), 12500
(pixel) and 100,000 (pixel), respectively. The ability of the
procedure to locate only well-positioned glasses in the image is
quite evident.

5.1.3. Performance of the Object_Detection procedure

For this procedure it was of interest to assess the ability to
perform a correct matching in the presence of suitable combina-
tions of beer bottles and unknown objects, reproducing the
situations that most often occur in practical cases. The most
critical cases look like in Fig. 14, and occur when the bottles/
objects are placed nearby. The object detection procedure is
expected (i) to segment only the object at left, and (ii) to classify
it. As shown in the figure, this task is performed successfully. In
Fig. 14a, the second bottle (i.e., the ‘Adelscott’ beer) is ignored,
and the ‘Carlsberg’ bottle is correctly founded. In Fig. 14b, the
Fig. 17. Robustness against blurring, contrast and noise of the Locate_Glasses

procedure.
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1D_measure procedure correctly detects the presence of an object
that must be manually removed, and ignores the bottle at right.

5.2. Robustness tests

Robustness tests have been performed as follows:
1.
P
p

The most critical parameter with respect to defocusing, image
contrast and noise was selected in each procedure. For Tray_
Monitor and Locate_Glasses it has been identified in the
Threshold used to perform image binarization, since it strongly
influences blob detection. For Object_Detection, the Score
Threshold has been considered very critical, since it directly
influences the matching of the templates in the image.
2.
 Suitable image sets, simulating the influence conditions in
terms of defocusing, contrast and noise have been prepared. To
this aim, the images shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 9 have been
selected for Tray_Monitor, Locate_Glasses and Object_Detec-
tion, respectively; from each image, three image sets have
been obtained. The first set (Set_1) is composed of 9 blurred
images, obtained by low-pass filtering the original one using a
Gaussian smoothing filter with kernel size from 25 to 121
pixel, at steps of 12 pixel. The relation between the kernel size
and the standard deviation sf of the Gaussian filter is filter
kernel size¼[6 sf], where [] represents the ceiling function
[16,27].
The second set (Set_2) is composed of 9 images obtained by
varying the contrast value of the original image from –80% to
80% at steps of 20%. These percentage values are the level of
contraction/expansion of the histogram of the original image
around its mean gray level value.
The third set (Set_3) is composed of 9 images obtained from
the original one by adding Gaussian noise with a standard
deviation from 0 to 45 at steps of 5. Table 1 shows for each
image, the corresponding values of parameters kernel size,
contrast and noise standard deviation sn. Parameter I indexes
the images in each set.
3.
Fig. 18. Example of the Locate_Glasses procedure in the presence of blurring,

contrast and noise. (a) Image blurred with a 121 pixel kernel size; (b) image with a

contrast reduced by 60% with respect to the original; (c) image with a contrast

increased by 80% with respect to the original one; (d) image with noise. Standard

deviation sn is equal to 15.
The performance of each procedure in relation with the
corresponding image set has been assessed. For the first two
procedures, parameter Threshold has been varied from 0 to
255 Gy levels in each image and for each set. For the third
procedure, parameter Score Threshold has been varied from 1%
to 100%. The lower and the upper boundaries of the range of
values resulting into correct elaboration have been determined
in each test. These are denoted by T_LI and T_UI, respectively.
Then the maximum value T_Lmax over T_LI values was deter-
mined, and differences DTI¼T_UI�T_Lmax for I¼1, y, 9 were
computed for each set. The minimum positive value Rmin over
DTI values was then detected. In particular, we were interested
into measuring both the amplitude of Rmin and its position in
each set, (i.e., the index of the image where it is obtained). The
results are shown in Sections 5.2.1–5.2.3.

5.2.1. Performance of the Tray_Monitor procedure

Fig. 15 plots values DTI for each image set. Values in Set_1 are
large, and show a little decrease as blurring increases. Rmin equals 99,
and is detected in correspondence with image 9, which is the most
blurred image in the set. This means that the Tray_Monitor procedure
is very robust: the range of threshold values that result into correct
glass detection is almost independent of defocusing. Fig. 16a shows
the performance of the Tray_Monitor procedure for I¼9.

DTI values in Set_2 increase with image contrast. Rmin equals
24 and is obtained in correspondence with image 1, shown in
Fig. 16b. This is the darkest image of the set, and despite of this,
blobs are correctly detected. Moreover, there are 24 values of
lease cite this article as: Bellandi P, et al. Development and char
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Threshold that are common to all the images in the set. Hence, if
Threshold is set to one of this values, blob detection is well
performed in all the images of the set, independently of the
contrast. DTI values of Set_2 increase rapidly with image contrast:
acterization of a multi-camera 2D-vision system for enhanced
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Fig. 19. Robustness against blurring, contrast and noise of the Object_Detection procedure.

Fig. 20. Example of the Object_Detection procedure in the presence of blurring,

contrast and noise. (a) Image blurred with a 61 pixel kernel size; (b) image with a

contrast reduced by 60% with respect to the original; (c) image with a contrast

increased by 80% with respect to the original one; (d) image with noise. Standard

deviation sn is equal to 30.
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this is not surprising, considering that blob detection is based on
binarization, and that images from image 6 to image 9 are
strongly binarized by themselves. An example is presented in
Fig. 16c for I¼9.

DTI values observed in Set_3 decrease from 131 (image 1) to –3
(image 9) almost linearly; Rmin is equal to 20, and is detected in
correspondence with image 8, which is shown in Fig. 16d. Hence,
there is still a 20 Gy level interval of Threshold values that
determine correct blob detection from image 1 to image 8. It is
worth noting that very high noise levels as those from image 6 to
image 8 are uncommon in practical cases, and that noise values as
those from image 1 to image 5 still result is large DTI values (from
131 to 70). DTI¼�3 means that the range of Threshold values
that determine a correct blob detection in image 9 does not
intersect with any other interval observed from image 1 to
image 8.

5.2.2. Performance of the Locate_Glasses procedure

Fig. 17 plots DTI values for the three image sets. The graphs in this
figure are quite similar to those in Fig. 15: this is not surprising, since
both are based on blob analysis. However, DTI values in all sets are
reduced with respect to Fig. 15: this behavior is related to the low
environmental illumination in correspondence with the position
(Back position) where the tray is viewed by S_CAM. Values DTI are
almost constant with image blurring; Rmin in Set_1 equals 51, and is
detected in correspondence with image 1, which is the less blurred
image in the set. DTI values in Set_1 increase only up to 53 Gy levels;
hence, even strong blurring does not practically influences the ability
to correctly locate the glasses. Fig. 18a shows the result of the
elaboration for I¼9.

Rmin in Set_2 equals 7, and is detected in correspondence with
image 1, shown in Fig. 18b. Values DTI rapidly increase with contrast:
for example, DT4 is about twice Rmin and DT9 is about one magnitude
order greater than Rmin. Fig. 18c shows the result of glass location in
this case. Hence, the Locate_Glasses procedure shows good robust-
ness against lighting conditions, provided that very dark scenes are
avoided.

DTI values in Set_3 rapidly decrease when noise sn increases.
Rmin equals 1 and is detected in correspondence with image 4
(sn¼20). Decreasing values of parameter sn, result into increas-
ing DTI (from DT3¼20 to DT1¼47). Hence, the Locate_Glasses
procedure shows good robustness to noise for snr15.
An example of the elaboration for sn¼15 is shown in Fig. 18d.
For I¼5, DTI is negative. For I45 it was impossible to find a
Threshold value resulting into correct determination of coordi-
nates XC, YC.
Please cite this article as: Bellandi P, et al. Development and char
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5.2.3. Performance of the Object_Detection procedure

Fig. 19 plots DTI values for the three image sets. Values in
Set_1 show high dependence on defocusing. Rmin is detected in
acterization of a multi-camera 2D-vision system for enhanced
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Fig. 21. Measurement performance of the Locate_Glasses procedure.
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correspondence with image 5, and is very low, since it equals 2 Gy
levels. To find reasonable values DTI, it is necessary to limit the
defocusing to image 4, where a kernel size of 61 pixel is used. This
case is shown in Fig. 20a. Template matching has not been
observed for I45. This is reasonable, since the matching algo-
rithm between the template and the image measures the degree
of similarity between their edges. Hence, very strong blurring of
the image prevents from founding matches. Values in Set_2 are
almost constant, apart from DT1, that is negative. Rmin equals
32 Gy levels and is detected at I¼9. Fig. 20b and c shows the
elaboration of image 2 and of image 9, respectively. In both cases
the template is correctly detected. This behavior highlights the
robustness of this procedure against contrast variations.

The behavior of DTI in Set_3 is quite similar to that in Set_1.
Here it is Rmin¼DT7¼6%. In this case, values of sn greater than 35
prevent from template detection. However, the procedure shows
high robustness for snr30, as shown in Fig. 20d.
5.3. Measurement performance of the Locate_Glasses procedure

Besides the tests presented above, the measurement performance
of coordinates XC, YC has been evaluated for each image set. Given j

glasses in the original image, and denoting by XCj,0, YCj,0 the values of
the center coordinates of each glass, values DXj,I¼(XCj,I�XCj,0) and
DYj,I¼(YCj,I�YCj,0) have been computed for j¼1, y, 4 and I¼1, y, 9.
Then standard deviations sI over values DXj,I DYj,I have been
evaluated and plotted in Fig. 21. Values sI in Set_1 (left scale) span
from 0.09 mm (image 1) to 0.66 mm (image 9); even in the worst
case, the precision of the detection is optimal in view of glass filling.
Values in Set_2 (right scale) are from 0 to 0.014 mm. The curve is
symmetric with respect to image 5, which is the original one; contrast
variations do not influence the precision of the measurement. Values
sI in Set_3 (left scale) vary from 0.016 to 0.125 mm for 1rIr5
(5rsnr25). However, for I45 it was not possible to perform the
measurement: this is in total accordance with the plot of Set_3
in Fig. 17.
6. Conclusions

In this paper, the performance of a drink serving robotic cell
integrating a multi-camera 2D-vision system has been presented.
The system has been committed by DENSO EUROPE B. V., with the
aim of demonstrating to customers how the combination of vision
Please cite this article as: Bellandi P, et al. Development and char
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with robots could enhance the system performance, both in terms
of flexibility and of robustness.

Although the work performed has been implemented on a
demo system, it is quite clear that the final goal is to evidence that
the implemented features are well suited to industrial applica-
tions, for example in pick and place operations, which have great
benefit from object detection and recognition.
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